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SUMMARY

SPEEDs

The tunnel+ll interference for a two+imensional-flow, rect~
lar, closed=khroat wind tunnel has been investigated experimentally for
the lkch nunber range from 0.3 to 0.9. The ratio of afifoil chord to
effective tunnel height was varied systematically from 0.119 to 0.595
without affecting the test Reynolds numbers, which ranged from 0.9 X 106
to 1.8 X 106. Aerodynamic data obtained under these conditions for a
model having an NACA ~12 profile, when coxgparedwith the correspondhg
data obtained essentially free of tunnel+d.1 interference, showed the
influence of the walls to become progressively greater with increasing
Mach number and with increasing chord-height ratio.

For ratios of airfoil chord to tunnel height up to approxhately
0.15, tunnel+all interference is small and correction by the small.-
perturbation theory
chord+eight ratio,
corrections by this

yields satisfactory results. For larger values of
wall interference-becomesprogressively greater aud
method become increash.gly questionable.

INTRODUCTION

The theory of wind-tunnel+will interference for two-dimensional-
flow, rectangular, closed-throat wind tunnels has been the stiject of
numerous investigations for both incompressible and compressible fluws.
Guided by the known exact solutions for incompressible flow, the wall–
interference problem for compressible flow is convetiionally treated by
linearizing the differential equation of motion by the assumption that
velocity perturbations due to the walls sre small with respect to the
stream velocity. Superposition of flows is then technically permissible
within the limits of the small~erturbation assumption, and the resulting
boundary-value problem may be readily solved by the method of images
(refs. land2) or by more generalized methods (ref. 3).

Since the small~erturbation theory implies a restriction on the
size of the model relative to the wind-tunnel dimensions, it is of prac-
tical interest to establish the limits of relative model size within
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2 NACA TN 30!37

which these theoretical tunnel+mll corrections are valid. The present
investigation was undertaken to establish these limits for an airfoil
section in a two-dimensional-flow, rectangular, closed-throat wind tuu-
nel. The ratio of airfoil chord to tumnel height was varied systenmti–
tally over a wide range of values, and the aerodynamic data obtatied for
these conditions were compared with corresponding data for the same air-
foil tested at a chord+eight ratio sufficiently small that the results
were essentially free of tunnel=mll interference. Based on this com-
parison of experimental atifoil characteristics, the theoretical wall.-
interference corrections of reference 1 are examined over the test range
of chord+eight ratios at Mach nunibersup to 0.9.
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APPARAm AND METHODS

The prticipal part of this investigation was conducted tithe Ames
l–by 3-1/2-foot high+peed wind tunnel, which is of the two+3imensional-
flow, low–turbulence type having a rectangular, closed test section.

The model employed tithese tests was the 5-inch-chord NACA 4412
pressure distribution airfoil employed in the investigation of reference
4. A sufficient number of surface pressure orifices was usedto permit
accurate measurement of chordwise pressure distribtiion. The model was
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mounted across the l–foot dimension of the test section, the model ends
protruding through circular side+mll plates which had cutouts contoured
for small clearance around the airfoil. R@ber gaskets prevented air
leakage at these junctions of the atifoi.1with the wall. The circular
side+all plates were mounted in the tunnel walls in such a manner that
they could be rotated to permit ad~ustment of the angle of attack, a gas-
ket being provided at each sliding surface to prevent air leakage.

For these tests in the l–by 3-1/2-foot wind tunnel the ratio of
airfoil chord to tunnel height was systematicallyvaried from 0.U.9 to
0.595 by maintaining a constant airfoil chord while varying the effective
tunnel height, this method having the advantage of not affecting the
range of test Reynolds nunibers. The chord+eight ratio 0.119 correspon–
ded to the normal szrangement of the model tithe full tunnel height of
42 inches. To obtain a chord+eight ratio of 0.156 the tunnel height was
reduced to 32 inches by the use of two wooden liners along the floor and
ceiling of the test section. The two largest chord+eight ratios, 0.357
and 0.595, were obtained by using two and four image airfoils to make the
effective tunnel heights, respectively, o~third and on-fifth the normal
height. These image models, of l–foot span and set, in each case, to the
appropriate angle of attack, were mounted at the tunnel walls h such a
manner as to prevent air leakage between the model ends and the walls.
Although ue of such image airfoils to reduce the effective tunnel height
may not duplicate exactly the boundary conditions of solid straight walls,
these unknown effects are believed to be small in comparison with the
effects of chord-height ratio being investigated. The four tunnel and
model configurations are illustrated in figure 1.

To approach the condition of O chord+eight ratio and thus provide
almost interference-free data with which to compare the results of the
above tests, the same 5-tic&chord NACA ~12 model was tested between two-
dimensional walls in the Ames 16foot wind tunnel (c/h = 0.026). This
adaptation of the 16-foot wind tunnel to two+iimensional testing was made
possible by the installation of two parallel 2+foat+hord walls which
spanned the test section. The model was mounted so as to span the 18-inch
channel between the walls in much the same manner as for the tests in the
l-by 3-1/2-foot wind tunnel. It is recognized that this necessity of
testing h another wtid tunnel to obtain data at a very low chord+ei@t
ratio may introduce some extraneous flow effects which, although unlmown,
are considered to be small.

For each value of the chord-height ratio, simultaneous measurements
were made of chordwise pressure distribution and wake total+ead distri–
bution through an angl~f-attack range from~” to +6°. Lift and pitck
ing moment were obtainedby integration of the pressure distribtiions.
For all the tests h the l-by 3-1/2-foot wind tuunel, drag was determined
by the method of reference 5 from the wake surveys. The drag+ake data
obtained in the 16-foot wind tuunel was found to become unreliable at the
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4 NACA TN 3087

higher Mach numbers due to choked flow between the drag rake and the side
wall upon which it was mounted. For this reason, drag was determined tn
this case by adding a friction drag to the pressure drag obtained by
integration of the pressure distributions. The friction drag coefficient
was determined experimentally as 0.0055 within the range of Mach nunibers
for which the drag rake gave reliable results, and was assumed constant
for all the tests in the 16-foot wind tunnel.

Mach number variation was from 0.3 to approximately 0.9 and the cor-
responding Reynolds numbers ranged from 0.9 x 106 to 1.8 X 106.

RFSULTS AND DISCUSSION

The variation with Mach nuniberof section lift coefficient at cop
stant angles of attack is shown in figure 2 for five values of chord-
height ratio, ranging from 0.026 for the essentially interference-free
data obtained in the Ames 16-foot wind tumnel to 0.595 for the largest
ratio investigated in ths l–by 3-1/2-foot wind tunnel. Figure 2(a)
presents, for angles of attack of ~“, 0°, and 4°, lift coefficients and
Mach numbers uncorrected for tunnel-mall interference. Comparison of
these uncorrected results for the larger chord+eight ratios with those
for the titerference-free case (c/h = 0.026) affords an indication of the
amount of wall interference present through this range of Mach nunibers
and lift coefficients. I?igure2(b) presents these lift results as cor-
rected for wall interference by the small+perturbationtheory of refer-
ence 1. C!omparisonwith the titerference-free data here indicates the
degree to which the theoretical corrections compensate for the wall.t&er-
ference hdicated in figure 2(a) and allows some conclusions to be drawn
regardhg the range of chord-height ratio over which the small-
perturbation theory maybe considered valid.

For MaChnunbers below the force break, figure 2(a) indicates that
the wall interference is small for chord+eight ratios up to approximately
0.2 but that it becomes significantly greater as chord-height ratios are
increased beyond 0.2. Reference 1 presents data at low Mach numiberswhich
exhibit essentially the same characteristics emd which, in addition,
demonstrate that, even for chord-height ratios up to 1.0, correction of
lift coefficient and angle of attack by the linear theory brings results
into reasonably good agreement with interference-free data. Although
similar corrections applied to the data of the present investigation
reduce the spread in the data due to tunnel~ interference, the agre~
ment in final results for various chord+eight ratios (fig. 2(b)) is not
as good as that shown h reference 1.

For Mach numbers above the force break, wall interference may cause
a large reduction in the indicated Mach znuiberfor abrupt decrease in
lift coefficient at a given angle of attack. M the pres~t case
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(fig. 2(a)) this reduction in Mach nuniberbecomes progressively greater
as the chord+eight ratio is increased and as the angle of attack is
decreased. When the magnitude of the wall interference is relatively
small.,the scatter remaining in the data after correction by the theory
of reference 1 is small, as maybe seenby comparing figures 2(a) and
2(b) for chord+eight ratios up to 0.156. As an aid in choosing a
li.mit~ chord+eight ratio below which correction of these databy the
small-perturbationtheory y-ieldsacceptable results, figure 3 shows this
direct comparison of uncorrected and corrected data for chord+ei,ght
ratios of 0.13.9and 0.156 with the corresponding data obtained essenti-
ally free of wall titerference. Based upon these results and upon the
limits of acceptable accuracy, it may thenbe considered that for values
of chord-height ratio below 0.15, lift coefficients and Mach numbers may
be corrected satisfactorily for wall interference by the method of refer-
ence 1.

In figure 4, some pressure distributions are presented for a chord-
height ratio of 0.119, both uncorrected and corrected, together with the
corresponding pressure distributions obtained essentially free of tunnel-
wal.1interference. These results indicate that correction by the small-
perturbation method brings pressure distributions into better agreement,
even at Mach numbers quite near chok~.

The variation with Mach nwiber of section drag coefficient at angles
of attack of 0° and 4° is shown in figure 5 for the five chord-height
ratios employed in these tests. It shouldbe pointed out that for the
three largest chord+eight ratios, the drag rake used was such that it
caused tumnel choking to occur at a Mach number somewhat lower than the
choking Mach number dictated by the airfoil in the absence of the drag
rake. Tests with and without the drag rake in place showed no signifi-
cant change in airfoil pressure distribution due to the rake. Therefore,
pressure distribtiions were obtained up to the chokhg Mach number deter-
mined by the airfoil itself, but for the three largest chord-height ratios
drag colildonly be determined up to a somewhat lower &ch n~er.

Figure 5(a) presents the uncorrected drag coefficients and Mach n-
hers and provides an indication of tunnel+nill interference similar to
that of figure 2(a), the magnitude of the wall interference increasing
progressively with increases in either Mach nuriberor chord-height ratio.
In figure 5(b) the drag data are shown corrected for tunnel+all inter-
ference by the method of reference 1, and again the trends are much the
same as those shown by the lift data.

Thus, based upon the e~erimental lift, pressure distribution, and
drag results, it is considered that, for chord-height ratios less than
a~roximately 0.15, corrections for tunnel+mll taterference at compres-
sibility speeds are of the same nmgnitude as those predicted by the small-
perturbation method.
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6 NACA TN 3087

CONCLUSIONS

The results of an experimental investigation of wall interference
twc+ihensiomal-flow, rectangular, closed-throatwind tunnelj

through a Mach nuniberre&e from ~.3 to O.9 emd a correspondingReynolds
nwiber range from 0.9 x 106 to 1.8 x 106, lead to the followimg concl~
Sions:

1. For ratios of airfoil chord to tumel height up to approximately
0.15, tunnel+all titerference is small and results corrected by the
small~erturbation theory are in satisfactory agreement with correspon-
dhg data obtained essentially interference free.

2. For larger values of chord-height ratio, wall interference
becomes progressively greater and results corrected by this method become
increasingly questionable.

Ames Aeronatiical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif., Ott. 1, 1953
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